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FOREWORD

Global Competition Review’s 2019 edition of the Competition Enforcement 
Agencies Handbook provides full contact details for competition agencies 
in over 100 jurisdictions, together with charts showing their structure and a 
Q&A explaining their funding and powers. The information has been provided 
by the agencies themselves and by a panel of specialist local contributors.

The Competition Enforcement Agencies Handbook is part of the Global 
Competition Review subscription service, which also includes online 
community and case news, enforcer interviews and rankings, bar surveys, 
data tools and more.

We would like to thank all those who have worked on the research and 
production of this publication: the enforcement agencies and our external 
contributors.

The information listed is correct as of April 2019.

Global Competition Review
London
April 2019
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Competition Council
1, Piata Presei Libere, corp D1, Sector 1, 013701, Bucharest, OP 33, Romania
Tel: +40 21 405 4429 / 4401
Fax: +40 21 405 4402
presa@consiliulconcurentei.ro
www.consiliulconcurentei.ro

Contacts

Bogdan M Chiritoiu
President

How long is the head of agency’s term of office?
The Competition Council’s (CC) plenum is a collegiate 
body, consisting of seven members: one president, two 
vice-presidents and four competition counsellors. 
The Competition Law No. 21/1996, with subsequent 
amendments and completions, provides that the 
CC’s president and the other plenum members can be 
appointed for a five-year term, with one opportunity 
for reappointment.

When is he or she next due for reappointment?
Bogdan M Chiritoiu, the president of the CC, had his 
tenure renewed for another five years on 5 March 2015 
by Decree No. 301 of 5 March 2015, published in the 
Official Journal of Romania, Part I, No. 157 of 5 March 
2015. The term ends in on 5 March 2020.

Which posts within the organisation are political 
appointments?
The law specifically sets out that the plenum members 
are forbidden from being members of any party or 
other political groups. The plenum is appointed by 
the President of Romania at the proposal of the CC’s 
advisory board and the subsequent endorsement 
of the Romanian government and the hearing of 
the candidates in the specialised committees of the 
Romanian parliament.

The advisory board is a consultative body compris-
ing former CC presidents, representatives of academia, 
the business community and consumer associations, 

and of other experts in the field. In addition to the task 
of proposing the names of the candidates for the CC to 
the government, the advisory board is entrusted with 
the task of issuing recommendations and opinions on 
the main aspects of competition policy and activities 
of the CC.

The plenum members do not represent the 
authority that appointed them and are independent 
in their decisions. The law also provides for a series 
of professional qualifications for any appointment to 
the plenum, such as professional acknowledgement, 
superior education, economic or legal experience and 
so on.

What is the agency’s annual budget?
The 2018 budget was approximately €12.47 million .

How many staff is employed by the agency?
The total number of full-time equivalent staff working 
for the agency (including the territorial inspectorates 
and the staff of the state aid directorate, railway sur-
veillance directorate, maritime surveillance unit and 
the General Secretariat) is 344.

To whom does the head of the agency report?
The CC is an autonomous administrative authority. 
It has the legal obligation to issue an annual report 
regarding its activity, which is made publicly available. 
The CC can provide information about its field of activ-
ity to the government, the public and the international 

Questions and answers
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specialised organisations without prior approval of 
any other authority.

Do any industry-specific regulators have 
competition powers?
The CC is the only authority in the competition field in 
Romania. The sectoral regulatory authorities, set up 
by specific laws, carry out complementary activities to 
those of the CC. Usually these authorities are empow-
ered by law to take measures in order to prevent the 
abuse of dominant positions and to open to competi-
tion the respective sectors.

If so, how do these relate to your role?
The CC collaborates with the sectoral regulating 
authorities both for working out the specific legislative 
framework and for defining the markets and establish-
ing position on the market of the operators in these 
sectors. For an effective cooperation, the CC concluded 
cooperation protocols with the regulatory authorities 
aimed at:
•  preventing and discouraging anticompetitive 

practices on regulated markets;
•  monitoring and supervising these markets;
•  advocating the competition rules and measures 

taken when infringing competition provisions;
•  bilateral consultations on competition problems; 

and
•  coordination of actions on the markets.

May politicians overrule or disregard authority’s 
decisions? If they have ever exercised this right, 
describe the most recent example.
No.

Does the law allow non-competition aims to be 
considered when your agency takes decisions?
The first aspect assessed when taking a decision is, 
without doubt, the effect of that practice over competi-
tion, but some other aspects are also considered. As 
regards anticompetitive agreements and mergers, the 
law grants exemptions based on criteria that balance 
the anticompetitive effects with the economic benefits 
for consumers and national economy as a whole.

In the case of notifiable concentrations that might 
raise national security risks, the Supreme Council of 
National Defence (SCND) has the right to conduct its 
own assessment of merger cases that feature potential 
national security risks in national security domains 
such as financial, fiscal, banking and insurance safety, 
agriculture and environment protection, energy safety, 
industrial safety, among others. In such cases, the 

decision to prohibit a merger due to potential national 
security risks rests with the government. If the SCND 
believes that the merger should be prohibited, it must 
inform the government and the CC.

Which body hears appeals against the agency’s 
decisions? Is there any form of judicial review 
beyond that mentioned above? If so, which body 
conducts this? Has any competition decision by 
the agency been overturned?
Appeals against the decisions of the CC can be heard 
in the Appeal Court of Bucharest. The decisions of the 
Appeal Court may be further challenged by appeal 
before the High Court of Cassation and Justice.

The past year saw the High Court of Cassation 
and Justice favourably maintain all but two of the CC’s 
competition decisions.

Has the authority ever blocked a proposed 
merger? If yes, please provide the most recent 
instances.
The last prohibition decision dates back to 2001 (deci-
sion No. 85 of 21 March 2001). The parties involved in 
the merger were Saba Investments (Overseas) Cyprus 
and LETEA-Bacau. The merger took place on the mar-
ket of paper for printings and of special papers.

More recently, in 2018, there was one in-depth 
merger review, where the merger was abandoned by 
parties following the in-depth review by the CC.

At the end of 2017, Wienerberger Sisteme de 
Cărămizi SRL notified the CC of the merger operation 
involving the acquisition of the sole control over 
Brikston Construction Solutions SA.

Following the analysis carried out in the first phase 
of the procedure, the CC concluded that the notified 
operation would lead to the creation of a dominant 
position on the market for the production and sale of 
bricks and ceramic blocks in Romania, a market where 
both Wienerberger and Brikston were present.

Given that the proposed merger raised seri-
ous doubts about its compatibility with a normal 
competitive environment and those doubts could 
not be removed by the commitments proposed by 
Wienerberger, in May 2018 the CC decided to open an 
investigation and thus to enter into the second phase of 
the procedure. In July 2018, the proceedings before the 
CC ceased following the withdrawal of the proposed 
transaction by the parties.
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Has the authority ever imposed conditions on a 
proposed merger? If yes, please provide the most 
recent instances.
Yes. The CC imposed conditions following Phase II of 
review in one merger decision dated 1997, three merger 
decisions dated 2000, one merger decision dated 2001, 
one merger decision dated 2003 and one merger deci-
sion dated 2007.

The CC also accepted commitments in Phase I of 
review that were attached to the merger clearances as 
conditions in a series of cases, for instance:
•  in the case of the acquisitions by Fresenius Medical 

Care Group of two suppliers of renal care services in 
2011;

•  in the case of the economic concentration by 
which Auchan Romania acquired 20 Real stores in 
Romania, dated 2013;

•  in the case of the economic concentration where 
Burda Romania SRL and Burda Verlag Osteuropa 
GmbH took control over Sanoma Hearst România 
SRL, dated 2013;

•  in the case of the merger where SC Mega Image SRL 
took over 19 Angst stores in Bucharest and Ilfov 
county in 2014; and

•  in the case of the merger where AGRANA Zucker 
GmbH took over the assets of SC Zaharul Lieşti SA 
and SC Lemarco Cristal SRL, dated 2014.

In 2016, the CC conditionally approved in Phase I of 
review, the economic concentration where the Group 
Carrefour took control over Rewe Group Billa Romania 
and the economic concentration where the takeover 
of online IT&C retailer PC Garage Store by local online 
general retailer eMag took place. Thus, in the former 
case, dated 2016, Carrefour had committed to divest 
three supermarkets active in Braila, two Carrefour 
Market stores and one Billa store to another operator, 
whereas in the latest case, Dante International who 
operates eMag had committed to ceasing the operation 
of four online stores active on the retail market for non-
food products. Dante also undertook not to engage in 
the ceased activities for at least 10 years. 

In 2017, four economic concentrations were 
approved with commitments in Phase I of review, as it 
follows:
•  in the area of postal services, Radu Family acquired 

Postmaster SRL and Zoto Investments BV;
•  in the area of prepaid mobile phone services, 

PayPoint Services SRL acquired Payzone SA;
•  in the area of imagistic services, Affidea Diagnostics 

BV acquired Harkstede Holding BV and Hiperdia 
SA; and

•  in the area of raw milk and dairy products, BSA 
International SA acquired Covalact SA, Lactate 
Harghita SA and Covalact-Prodserv SRL.

More recently, in 2018, two economic concentrations 
were approved with commitments in Phase I of review:
•  in the area of pharmaceuticals, Glebi Holdings PLC 

acquired A&D Pharma Holdings NV; and
•  in the area of food products, Unilever South Central 

Europe SA acquired Betty Ice.

Has the authority conducted a Phase II 
investigation in any of its merger filings? If yes, 
please provide the recent instances.
Yes. The statistics on Phase II reviews are as follows:

Year Number of cases (Phase II)

2008 2

2009 1

2010

2 (the procedures were closed as a result 
of the modification of the conditions related 

to the moment when the notification was 
considered effective)

2011 0

2012 1 (the notification was withdrawn)

2013 0

2014 0

2015 0

2016 0

2017 0

2018 1 (the notification was withdrawn)

Has the authority ever pursued a company based 
outside your jurisdiction for a cartel offence?
The CC has the authority to pursue companies based 
outside Romanian territory provided the alleged foreign 
anticompetitive conduct produces domestic effects.

The CC investigated and sanctioned, by its Decision 
No. 44/29.11.2013, a number of foreign firms with no 
presence in Romania for engaging in a bid-rigging 
scheme in connection with government defence 
contracts. The combined fines imposed by the CC on 
the four parties involved in the cartel amounted to 
€2.8 million.

More recently, following a cartel investigation on 
the market for electricity meters ended by a sanctions 
decision in 2017, the CC applied fines on a Swiss-based 
company without affiliated companies in Romania for 
participating in a market sharing agreement during 
public tenders lasting from 2008 to 2015.
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There are two other ongoing cartel investigations 
involving companies based outside our jurisdiction, 
one on the aviation insurance market and the other, on 
the immunoglobulin market.

Do you operate a leniency programme? Whom 
should potential applicants contact? What 
discounts are available to companies that 
cooperate?
The CC adopted its first leniency programme in 
2004. The programme was modified in 2009 when 
the CC adopted new Guidelines on the Conditions 
and Application Criteria of a Leniency Policy. (2009 
Guidelines) The 2009 Guidelines reflect changes in 
the European Commission’s leniency programme 
in 2006 and are fully harmonised with the European 
Competition Network Model Leniency programme.

Applicants should contact:

Irina Popovici (coordinator)
Tel: +40 21 405 45 79
Fax: +40 21 405 45 10
modul.clementa@consiliulconcurentei.ro

The leniency programme distinguishes between full 
immunity and reduction of fines. Full immunity is 
available to the first undertaking to submit evidence 
that will enable the CC to carry out targeted inspec-
tions in connection with an alleged cartel or is the 
first to submit information and evidence that enables 
establishing that there was indeed a cartel. Fine reduc-
tion (30 to 50 per cent for the first applicant, 20 to 50 per 
cent for the second and up to 20 per cent for others) is 
available to an undertaking that provides the CC with 
evidence of the alleged cartel that represents signifi-
cant added value, relative to the evidence already in the 
CC’s possession at the time of the application.

Is there a criminal enforcement track? If so, who 
is responsible for it? Does the authority conduct 
criminal investigations and prosecutions for cartel 
activity? If not, is there another authority in the 
country that does?
Currently there is no criminal enforcement track in 
the area.

Infringements of antitrust law are sanctioned with 
contraventional fines of an administrative nature by 
the CC’s decision applied on undertakings and associa-
tions of undertakings. The General Prosecutor’s Office 
is competent to investigate and prosecute criminal 
offences by natural and legal persons. The investi-
gative and enforcement procedures in the latest case 

are regulated in the Criminal Code and the Code of 
Criminal Procedure.

Different organisations within the Public 
Prosecutor’s Office are responsible for criminal prose-
cution in cases where the CC enforces the Competition 
Law administratively. For instance, bid-rigging will 
frequently involve the type of organised criminal 
activities that will be prosecuted by the Directorate 
for Investigating Organised Crime and Terrorism 
(DIICOT), an independent office within the General 
Prosecutor’s Office attached to the High Court of 
Cassation and Justice. The Anticorruption Directorate 
of the Prosecutor’s Office could be involved in procure-
ment cases outside the DIICOT’s remit. At present, the 
CC is cooperating with the Prosecutor’s Office so that 
the criminal sanctions provided by the Competition 
Law would become effective.

Are there any plans to reform the competition law?
The CC is currently working to transpose Directive 
(EU) 2019/1, to empower the competition authorities 
of member states to be more effective enforcers and to 
ensure the proper functioning on the internal market, 
by means of a legislative amendment to Competition 
Law this year.

When did the last review of the law occur?
The last major review of the Romanian Competition 
Law No. 21/1996 occurred in 2015 through Law No. 347 
published in the Official Journal of Romania, dated 
29 December 2015. Other more recent amendments 
envisage the adaption of EU Directive 2014/104/EU of 
the European Parliament and Council of 26 November 
2014, on certain rules governing damages actions under 
national law for infringements of competition law pro-
visions of EU member states; and the EU Government 
Emergency Ordinance No. 39/2017, on damages actions 
in cases of breach of competition law provisions and 
the amending and completing Competition Law No. 
21/1996. Along with the transposing of the private dam-
ages directive, the ordinance includes other changes in 
the Competition Law No. 21/1996. 

Do you have a separate economics team? If so, 
please give details.
In order to ensure greater consistency and transpar-
ency within the decision-making process, the CC set up 
a group of experts with a strong academic background 
and education in economic analysis and econometrics. 
The economics team, whose aim is to deploy in-depth 
quantitative studies, is currently organised in a sepa-
rate unit and participates in various cases on an ad hoc 
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basis, at the request of the case handler, or following a 
recommendation from the CC’s Board. Presently, the 
team includes PhD holders in economics or statistics. 
This development should ensure in the future a more 
rigorous economic analysis in competition cases that 
will stand up to external scrutiny.

Has the authority conducted a dawn raid?
Dawn raids are a frequently used investigatory tool by 
the CC.

Has the authority imposed penalties on officers 
or directors of companies for offences committed 
by the company? If yes, please provide the most 
recent instances.
No.

What are the pre-merger notification thresholds, if 
any, for the buyer and seller involved in a merger?
The Competition Law provides only for mandatory 
notification to the CC of economic concentrations that 
exceed the de minimis threshold:
•  the aggregate worldwide turnover of the parties to 

the concentration for the previous financial year 
exceeds €10 million; and

•  the turnover in Romania of at least two of the 
partici pating undertakings, each taken separately 
exceeds €4 million.

Are there any restrictions on minority investments?
No.
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